
Discover the art of

Facial Feature Analysis
Hire Brian to speak at the next event! He can cover a variety of 

subjects such as Improvising Sales, Enhancing Communication (inside 

the workplace), Effectively Marketing, and Increasing Customer 

Satisfaction.



Brian provides training and consulting to help businesses provide 

fast, effective skills their staff can immediately use.

Valuable Tips & Helpful Topics
These are Brian’s most valuable and popular topics requested for business events

Improving Sales

Enhancing 
Communication

Effective Marketing

Customer Satisfaction
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Contact Brian to book him as the Keynote Speaker at your next event
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The UNFAIR ADVANTAGE that Brian teaches helps increase 

clients' sales, brings their teams closer and raises customer 

satisfaction. These Subtle Skills will help you do all that and 

much more. This proven training helps individuals 

understand their clients, coworkers, and the people in their 

lives in a new way. Previous trainees have used Subtle Skills to 

help enhance their quality of communication and get a head 

start on success. 



Brian teaches a variety of life-changing Subtle Skills. His 

ability to instantly connect with & understand people from all 

over the world is proof of the effectiveness of the Facial 

Feature Analysis. His innovative training techniques help 

build an instant rapport, leading to long-term relationships 

and success. His main coaching style breaks down concepts 

to easily teach people how to put these effective techniques 

into practice immediately. Brian is known for his practical, 

street-savvy style. His fusion of real-life stories & 

conversational techniques helps connect with audiences at 

an intimate, intense & individual level.

Brian has an almost un-nerving ability to 
help you get an unfair advantage in today’s 
world of communication.


~ Steve D Sims

Brian Galke’s content is like a secret 
weapon.


~ Brad Lea


